According to the work characteristics of Nano-satellite constellation, this paper studies the configuration of it and the static routing algorithm of it. Firstly, the coverage rates of different constellation configuration are given and the constellation configuration with the best coverage is confirmed. Secondly, the requirement of high-speed data transmission in Nano-satellite constellation is given. To solve the problem, the optimized static routing algorithm based on snap shot sequence algorithm is provided. Then, the coverage rates of different Nano-satellite constellation are simulated by sim tool kit. The high-speed data transmission model Nano-satellite constellation is established by using the NS3 network simulation platform. The results show that, 10*11 classic Sun-synchronous orbit constellations has the best coverage rate of three latitude area. The performance of the designed static routing is better than traditional snap shot sequence algorithm in high-speed transmission scene.
INTRODUCTION
With the development on distribution and miniaturization in satellite system, the Nano-satellite constellation become a developing trend. Several space demonstration tests and application studies have been implemented. Such as Flock-1 constellation [1] , Space Technology 5 constellation plan [2] . Because of the resources constraints of Nanosatellite, it can't provide high-speed inter-satellite links as long as large satellites. And providing a large number of ground stations is not advisable. Therefore, it is hard to transmit a mass of data from constellation to the ground in time. To solve the problem, a new static routing strategy is designed. The strategy is constructing high-speed intersatellite link in polar regions to establish a high-speed network, the data is routed to the relay satellites which will pass through the ground station soon. Then the data on the relay satellites will download to the ground in a short time. The configuration of constellation is the foundation to the route design. Coverage rate is a usual performance index in constellation configuration. Existing satellite network routing algorithm is mainly aimed at large satellite networks. Wang et al [3] studied Cross -layer design of codes for satellite multimedia broadcast. Jiang et al [4] worked on multiclass traffic quality of service routing for low earth orbit (LEO) satellite networks. Agent-based load balancing routing for LEO satellite networks was researched by Rao et al [5] . Yao et al [6] analyzed satellite constellation of mid earth orbit (MEO) network. Wang et al [7] give the minimum number of snap in snap shot sequence routing. Wang [8] studied topological dynamics characterization for LEO satellite networks. Fischer et al [9] give a routing algorithm for spacecraft networks. Routing in delay tolerant networks is analyzed by Cao [10] . The energy efficiency of satellite networking is studied by Alagoz [11] . This paper analyzes configuration of the Nano-satellite constellation, studies the static routing suitable for high speed digital transmission.
CONSTELLATION AND STATIC ROUTING ANALYSIS

Nano-Satellite Constellation Analysis
The factors to consider in the design of Nano-satellite constellation include the configuration of the networks satellite, the number of the orbit, and the number of satellites in each orbital plane. When the total number of satellites are fixed, the number of orbital planes and the number of satellites in each orbit are inversely related.
To analysis of Nano-satellite constellation coverage objectively, should divide the earth into low latitudes region (-30°~30°), middle latitude region (-30°~-70°∪30°~70°), and the high latitude region, (-70°~-90°∪70°~90°). Since most of the world's population lives in the middle and lower latitudes, global uniform coverage takes precedence. Economic factor is another factor should be taken into consideration. As the number of satellite orbit increases, so does the cost of launch.
That means all factors need to be taken into account. Suppose that the height of the orbit is 600km. Take the classic homogeneous constellations as an example to analysis the coverage area in orbit inclination angle. Simulation of coverage area of different orbit inclination angle is done by Sim Tool Kit (STK). The simulation results are showed below. High inclination orbits have contributed to the coverage of low, medium and high latitudes. The sun synchronous orbit (SSO) has a more balanced coverage rate in low, medium and high latitudes. As shown in the table, the sun synchronous orbit has 86% low latitude coverage rate, 97.30% mid latitude coverage rate, 90.20% high latitude coverage rate. The coverage figure of SSO is shown in the figure 1. Table 1 and Figure 1 show that SSO is more balanced in low, medium and high latitudes than the other orbit inclination angle. In order to achieve balanced coverage in medium, low, high latitude, the SSO orbital should be adopted. In the condition of fixed number of network satellites, the coverage of the lower latitudes will tend to be Advances in Intelligent Systems Research, volume 147 better as the orbital number increases. Taking 110 satellite constellations as an example, studies the effective on coverage by different orbit. Simulate result is shown below. Figure 2 shows that the coverage rate of all latitudes will be better when the orbital increases. However, as the number of satellite orbit increases, so does the cost of launch. Synthesizes all the factors, 10*11 classic SSO constellations is the best configuration.
Static Routing Protocol for Constellation.
The study on static routing is based on the SSO constellation. Because of the resources constraints of Nanosatellite, it is hard to provide high-speed inter-satellite links as long as large satellites. Transmitting data from constellation with a large number of satellites to the ground in time will be a problem. Therefore, a static routing algorithm should be designed. Traditional snap shot sequence(SSS) routing algorithm is not suitable for the scene. Then an optimized routing algorithm based on SSS is given. The basic idea of the SSS algorithm is to divide the satellite system period into small time slices. The minimum number of snapshots in a SSO orbit period is: 
where , is minimum number of snapshots in a SSO orbit period, is the total number of satellites in the constellation and is the number of orbital plane.
Suppose the length of each route record is _ bytes, the size of routing table on satellite is:
where is routing table size of satellite in each time slice. In an orbit period, the overhead of updating the routing on a SSO satellite is:
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where , is the size of the routing table of the jth satellite which was updated in the ith snapshot and , is the number of hop from the jth satellite to the ground station in the ith snapshot.
If all the satellite routing tables are updated in each snapshot, the overhead of updating the routing table in an orbit period is:
where is the average hop between the source and the destination satellites of the SSO constellation the memory capacity of satellite in an orbit period is:
where is the number of snapshots in an orbit period, For Nano-satellite, maintaining high-speed intersatellite links throughout the whole period is hard. The traditional SSS routing is not suitable for the scene in which data from the Nano-satellite constellation needs to transmit to the ground station in time.
The way to solve the problem is to design an optimized static routing algorithm based on SSS routing. It is feasible for Nano-satellite to maintain high-speed inter-satellite link when the satellites are in the polar region. The data can be routed to the relay satellite that is about to go through the ground station. The routing strategy can reduce the number of node in high-speed network to the orbit numbers (each orbital plane has a relay node). When optimized algorithm is used, N is equal to P. The minimal overhead in an orbit period comes to:
Where is the orbit period, ∆ is the length of the time slice.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Suppose _ is 2 bytes, the number of satellite in each orbit is fixed to 11, is 3 hours, t  is 30 seconds.
When key performance index is simulated by NS3, the overhead of updating routing table in an orbit period is shown below:
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Overhead of different orbit number Figure 3 is a diagram of the overhead of optimized SSS and SSS algorithm in different number of orbit. When the number of orbit comes to 16, the improvement of overhead by using optimized SSS reaches max. While orbit number comes to 12, the improvement of overhead reaches minimum. The simulation results show that the average overhead of the network is improved when the node adopts the optimized SSS protocol.
Suppose the routing table upload only once throughout the whole orbit period, the configuration of constellation is 10*11. The storage occupancy in an orbit period when different time slice is chosen is shown in the figure below: Fig 4, simulation results show that storage occupancy of optimized SSS has been reduced significantly when different time slice is chosen. It means that the optimized SSS has a better performance on both overhead and storage occupancy than SSS algorithm.
